
LIFTING OF PRODUCT FROM TIP 
Reason:
1.  Tips shiny.
2.  Connex on tips.
3.  Tips too old.
Prevention:
1.  File free edge lightly with LCN 100/180  file, remove all shine, be careful 
     not to over file.          
2.  No Connex on the tips, apply Connex only to cuticle area.
3.  Tips are old and too brittle.  Tips should never be stored longer than 12 
     months.
Solution:
File remaining product off the free edge, taper toward nail plate and roughen 
the remaining nail, reapply chosen LCN product.

NATURAL NAIL LIFTING OFF NAIL BED 
Reason:
1.  Bacteria underneath natural nail.
2.  Client hit nail very hard and lifted natural nail off nail bed.
3. Artificial nails are too long and constantly being bumped
Prevention:
1.  Follow proper sanitation procedures between each client.
2.  Keep nail extensions at a reasonable length.
Solution:
Keep nails very clean by using a nail brush daily.  Apply LCN Onysept anti-
fungal treatment underneath nails twice daily until nail separation is gone.

REMOVAL OF LCN PRODUCT 
Reason:
1.  Client no longer wishes to wear artificial nails.
Prevention:
1.  Keep clients well informed about the maintenance of their artificial nails to    
     enjoy a natural look at an economical value.
Solution:
Blend artificial nail into natural nail, shorten nails, apply LCN Super Hardener, 
let nails grow out or file artificial nails off, shorten natural nails, use LCN Ac-
tive Apricot Nail Growth three times a week for conditioning.

REMOVAL OF TIP ONLY 
Reason:
1.  Glued on crooked.
2. Glued with air pockets.
Solution:
File carefully or cut off free edge of tip, file off base of tip - do not over file.
Reapply new tip.

TIP APPLICATION WITH AIR  BUBBLES 
Reason:
1.  Chose wrong tip.
2.  Dip not prepare tip properly.
3.  Glued tip on at wrong angle.
4.  Free edge of natural nail too long.
Prevention:
1.  Ensure proper tip choice (i.e. flat nail - flat tip: arched nail - arched tip:   
     flexible tip).
2.  Trim base of tip according to shape of nail - base of tip should not be more 
     than 1/2, not less than 1/3 of natural nail plate.
3.  Keep eyes on ridge of tip and free edge of nail to avoid air bubbles.
4.  Keep natural nail as short as possible before applying tip.
Solution:
Depending on severity of air bubble, remove tip, choose better fitting tip and 
reapply.

TIP SPLITTING VERTICALLY 
Reason:
1.  Chose wrong tip.
2.  Shortened tip at wrong angle.
3.  Filed free edge too thin.
Prevention:
1.  Flat nail -flat tip; arched nail-arched tip; flexible tip.
2.  Hold nail clipper at slight angle to prevent pressure points, or use tip
     cutter.
3.  Use less pressure when filing free edge, only remove shine.  If free edge
     is filed too thin, pressure from curing product may split the tip.
Solution:
If cracks are through tip and product:  remove tip (nip off) and product (file 
off) and reapply.
If cracks are only on tip and not on product: buff product, use FM Pearl 
White to camouflage cracks, seal remaining nail with chosen LCN Sealant.

SEALANT DULL 
Reason:
1.  LCN Sealant applied too thinly.
Prevention:
1.  Apply LCN Sealant with light strokes and not too thin, ensure even surface 
     before curing.
Solution:
Lightly buff the nail, wipe with LCN Cleaner; reapply thicker layer of LCN 
Sealant, cure, etc.

CLOUDY NAIL 
Reason:
1.  Product applied too thick.
2.  Base of tip not blended in properly.
Prevention:
1.  Do not create a nail that is too thick - always thin at free edge and cuticle
     with a slight C-curve (apex) for strength, depending on length of free edge  
     and nail bed.
2.  Use your dust brush often when filing down base of tip, blend in well for
     natural appearance.
Solution:
When fill is done file nails down for thinner appearance. 

SEALANT PATCHY 
Reason:
1.  Sealant was applied on an oily base.
2.  LCN Cleaner not dry.
3.  Sealant applied too thin.
Prevention:
1.  Do not touch nails before applying LCN Sealant.
2.  Ensure LCN cleaner is completely dry before applying LCN Sealant.
Solution:
Buff nails with block buffer, dust, wipe with LCN Cleaner, reapply Sealant, 
cure.

AIR BUBBLES IN PRODUCT 
Reason:
1.  Stirring around in product.
2.  Jar upside down.
Prevention:
1.  Scoop product carefully out of jar, always with a clean brush.
2.  Always store jar upright.
Solution:
When product is applied, poke into air bubble and pull out with light strokes, 
always store jar upright.

BROKEN NATURAL NAIL 
Reason:
1.  C-curve (apex) too flat.
2.  Free edge too long.
3.  Wrong tip.
4.  Nail filed too narrow.
5.  Client hit nail very hard.
Prevention:
1.  Ensure thicker C-curve (apex) when applying LCN product.
2.  Shorten nail free edge should never be longer than nail bed (recom
     mended length-1/3 of nail bed).
3.  Flat nails- flat tip; arched nail- arched tip; flexible tip.
4.  File nails straight along nail fold; do not taper too narrow at free edge.
5.  Suggest shorter nails if client is hard on hands and nails.
Solution:
If free edge is natural nail:  Carefully file off artificial nail, dust and wipe with 
LCN Cleaner.  Integrate fiberglass gauze over broken natural nail for added 
strength; follow with chosen LCN product, build C-curve (apex) for extra 
strength.  Wrap product around free edge, or apply Fibertech.
If free edge is tip:  cut off free edge of tip, carefully file off artificial nail, wipe 
with LCN Cleaner, choose new tip,  cover up crack in natural nail with base 
of tip.  Integrate fiberglass gauze for added strength, follow with chosen LCN 
product  and build C-curve (apex) for extra strength or apply LCN Fibertech. 
REMOVAL OF TIP ONLY 
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BUMPS ON NAILS 
Reason:
1.  Did not file into proper shape, ( i.e. thin at cuticle; thin at free edge).
2.  Finishing product too thin and appears granular.
3.  Finishing product applied too thick, ran before curing.
4.  Dust in finishing product.
Prevention:
1.  Always check nails while filing, dust well, and check C-curve (apex) and 
     arch.
2.  If granular appearance add more product.
3.  Always look at nails before placing them into lamp.  Smooth out finishing 
     product if it ran to one side before curing.
Solution:
File away bumps with cushion file, dust well, wipe with LCN Cleaner; re-apply 
finishing product and cure in light.

HEAT SENSATION WHILE CURING IN LAMP 
Reason:
1.  Product applied too thick.
2.  Client very sensitive or low pain tolerance.
3.  Nail plate very thin.
4.  Client on medication.
Prevention:
1.  Ensure thin application of product.
2.  When using self leveling product, apply onto 1 finger, cure for 5 seconds, 
     keep going until all 5 fingers are done, then cure for 2 minutes, in UV, 1 
     minute in LED.
Solution:
Product cures from bottom to top; heat sensation will occur within first 30 
seconds.  Ask client to remove hand from unit for a few seconds, do not 
shake hand, then place hand back in the unit.

CRACK AT STRESS AREA
Reason:
1.  Product applied too thin over pressure point.  C-curve (apex) not built up
     enough for length of nail.
2.  Too much pressure on file while shaping nails.
Prevention:
1.  Use less pressure on sculpting brush when applying product.
2.  Look at nails from side/front while filling into shape.  Watch for C-curve
     (apex) and even arch.
Solution:
File crack down to natural nail, rough up product on remaining nail and wipe 
with LCN Cleaner.  For extra strength, integrate fiberglass gauze over stress 
point, follow with chosen LCN product of choice i.e. LCN Fibertech.

SCULPTING BRUSH HARDENING 
Reason:
1.  Brush not cleaned with LCN Cleaner after use or brush was exposed to 
     sunlight or rays of light unit.
Prevention:
1.  Always clean brush with cotton swab and LCN Cleaner.  Do not expose to
     sunlight or light unit while in use.
Please note: Protech brushes should NOT be cleaned with LCN Cleaner , 
use a dry cotton swab to wipe product off.
When in doubt use a dry cotton swabonly.
Solution:
Throw brush away! Product cannot be soaked off.

DAMAGE TO NATURAL NAIL (red spots) 
Reason:
1.  Filing with a low grit file (i.e. 80/100) on natural nail.
2.  Filing too long on one spot of natural nail.
3.  Client picking off artificial nails.
4.  Trauma to nail causing product to aggressively pull off the natural nail.
Prevention:
1.  Only buff natural nail with 180 grit file to remove all shine.
2.  Always rotate over natural nail when filing-never file too long on one spot.
3.  Explain to your client that picking nails will weaken them.  Rather buff 
     away lifted area and apply LCN Super Hardener for protection.  
Solution:
Apply 3-step system with high C-curve (apex) that will protect weak spots on 
nails.  These pink discolouration (thin nail plate) will grow out.  If sidewalls are 
filed thin, integrate fiberglass gauze for extra support or apply Fbertech. 

FILL LINES 
Reason:
1.  Product applied too thick.
2.  Too much file pressure when blending in product.
Prevention:
1.  Ensure thin application of product around cuticle area.  Use side view.  
2.  Natural nail preparation is important - no dust or oil or moisture before 
     applying the product.
Solution:
Blend artificial nail into natural nail with 100 grit file.  Do not apply heavy 
pressure as this will bend the natural nail and cause the product to lift more.  
Push back cuticle and buff natural nail.  Wipe with LCN Cleaner, apply  Con-
nex (if needed) then follow with chosen LCN product.
MOVAL OF TIP ONLY  
IRIDESCENT BASE OF TIP  
Reason:
1.  Too much glue.
Prevention:
1.  Do not overuse glue as base of tip could erode while blending in.
Solution:
Let glue air dry for 1-2 minutes, finish blending with a high grit file. 

LIFTING AT CUTICLE AREA 
Reason:
1.  Product cured over cuticle.
2.  Improper nail preparation.
3.  Product too thick around cuticle.
4.  Connex / Bio Bond not dry
Prevention:
1.  Always check nails before curing in light unit; keep product away from
    cuticles.
2.  Ensure removal of all dry cuticle and oil on natural nails.
3.  Don’t push large amounts of product to cuticle area.  Check nails from 
     side.  Keep cuticle area as thin as possible.
4.  Ensure that Connex  / Bio Bond is completely dry or you trap moisture, 
     which will create lifting.  
Solution:
Buff away lifted product with 3-way file or 240 grit file:
  a)  Apply LCN Super Hardener OR
  b)  Blend LCN Natural Care Cream for additional sealing of natural nail OR
  c)  Remove shine and re-seal with chosen LCN Sealant.
LIFTING BETWEEN TIP AND OUTGROWING NATURAL 
LIFTING  BETWEEN TIP AND OUTGROWING 
NATURAL NAIL
Reason:
1.  Air bubbles when gluing tips.
2.  Extreme porous natural nails.
3.  Client frequently has hands in water.
Prevention:
1.  Ensure proper fit of tip (i.e. flat nail - flat tip; arched nail - arched tip; 
     flexible tip).  Base of tip never more than 1/2 of natural nail plate.
2.  Client with hands frequently in water should wear sculpted nails and not
     tips, Cyan acrylate (tip glue) is water soluble & does break down over time.
Solution:
Remove tip, but keep existing free edge, file down to product from natural 
nail, sculpt new nail extension with chosen LCN product. VA
L OF TIP ONLY 
LIFTING  AT FREE EDGE BETWEEN PRODUCT  
 AND NATURAL NAIL 
Reason:
1.  Nails were not sealed at free edge.
2.  Client shortened nails between fills.
3.  Natural nails are dehydrated.
Prevention:
1.  Always wrap product around free edge; a self-leveling product needs
     support of nail form or extend fiberglass 1mm over free edge or apply 
     Fibertech.
2.  Advise client to seal free edge.  If shortening nails, use LCN Super Hard-
     ener over nail and free edge.
Solution:
Buff away any loose product, wipe with LCN Cleaner, use nail form, apply 
chosen LCN product, & extend slightly over free edge, encasing the free 
edge. VAL OF TIP ONLY 

DID 
YOU KNOW?

LCN
has matching polish

available for
beautiful toes!!!

Encourage Home Maintenance
for Your Clients with these great products:

•Super Hardener-clear polish with acrylic fibers for
 added strength
•Hand Cream-to keep hands soft and hydrated.
•Super Shine Finish Cleaner-generate an amazing 
  finish to your sculpted nail, infused with an oil
  that  dries as it shines, to ensure  a beautiful finished 
  nail while conditioning the cuticle area at the same 
  time.  Wipe until it squeaks!
•Nail Oil- daily use around the cuticle prevents hang
  nails and keeps cuticles soft and nourished.
•Active Apricot Nail Growth- provides strength 
  and prevents nail breakage and splits, adds moisture 
  to the nail plate and cuticle.  Apply twice a week to the
  natural nail.
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